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Posted: Friday, January 22, 2016 10:26 pm | Updated: 6:39 am, Sat Jan 23, 2016.
By Kevin Myatt | The Roanoke Times
UPDATE 6:35 AM, 1/23: Overnight snow bands in the "deformation zone" or wraparound of the
strong coastal low-pressure system have continued to develop and generally move southward
along the I-81 corridor and westward, adding an inch or two to Friday's snow totals.
Roanoke and Blacksburg each officially measured 11 inches for Friday, and have likely gone
over a foot since for the storm. Several reports in the area were close to or even slightly over
foot. Continued periods of light to moderate snow -- perhaps even briefly heavy -- are expected
through the morning with another couple inches possible in parts of the Roanoke and New River
valleys and even a little more to the north. Gusty winds will also cause blowing and drifting snow
through the day and into this evening. END UPDATE

---------

This may go down as the most disappointing 8-14-inch snowfall in the history of Southwest
Virginia. Snow fans did not get the historic snowfall that seemed so likely, but yet, snow haters
still have a big wintry mess to deal with.
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Jim Leftwich i'm still not certain anyone has ever claimed trashpo was something other than
collage. certain kinds of vispo are collage. trashpo is a kind of vispo, or it was when i named it.
by the time i found out about the IUOMA trashpo group it had become something else, in the
sense that i don't think many people involved were thinking about it as visual poetry. so, by 2012
-- is that about right, De Villo & Diane? -- it was mostly one kind of collage or another, and i don't
recall anyone saying that it wasn't.
Like · Reply · 3 · January 22 at 8:22pm
Diane Keys i was making my garbage collages and DVS called them trashpo--a term I had
never heard before. Then it came out that you had coined the very appropriate term. Much
easier to say than: collage made out of 3D found objects blah blah trashpo--abbrev. for art made
from garbage-recycled art
Unlike · Reply · 1 · 19 hrs



Jim Leftwich makes good sense to me -- and it's great to see the accurate description of what
happened! thanks.
Like · Reply · 17 hrs
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John Crouse & Jim Leftwich
Acts 8368 - 8379

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED SIXTY EIGHT

than another zoom: "reveal the bruised"
moons tailbones licking: "perhaps and longitudinal"
debonair sausage chattel: "as the rationale"
hey another now: "computer margin width"
hack stirrup thumbtack: "medication isolated alpha"
escrow waver humpback: "effects response adrenal"
target semen triplicate: "muscle coup conditions"
tankard clown avarice: "subcutaneous wind mirror"
bang clamping busker: "salt historic routes"
complexity fang award: "ammonia phase compounds"
ward coward cowherd: "ratio tooth affinity"
muskrat whale musket: "melting molecules pure."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED SIXTY NINE

an ordinary pigeon: "liquid side surface"
photography television video: "liquids into heat"
identity and power: "since pressure bubbles"
as private property: "escape into escape"



fuck conglomerate pyramidal: "liquid normal wind"
peach another handstand: "boiling the boiling"
bleak keens blacker: "surrounding the wind"
hubris vulva ordinarily: "edge atmospheric quantity"
kink ordinary chuckles: "saturation constant saturation"
ding lemon exaggerate: "triple gas elevations"
whose patterns are: "pressure boiling similarly"
an ordinary pigeon: "knot beyond standard."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED SEVENTY

the consequent emphasis: "because the properties"
the consequent emphasis: "precisely boiling water"
the consequent emphasis: "normal vapor chart"
the consequent emphasis: "freezing standard point"
the consequent emphasis: "because the properties"
the consequent emphasis: "precisely boiling water"
the consequent emphasis: "normal vapor chart"
the consequent emphasis: "freezing standard point"
the consequent emphasis: "because the properties"
the consequent emphasis: "precisely boiling water"
the consequent emphasis: "normal vapor chart"
the consequent emphasis: "freezing standard point."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED SEVENTY ONE

place within it: "it slit theories"
azure periwinkle slit: "it slit theories"
american floor theories: "it slit theories"
please ask discarded: "it slit theories"
installation vaudevillian commodities: "it slit theories"
though ostensibly vastness: "it slit theories"
hyena interestingly hygiene: "it slit theories"
mach singly mock: "it slit theories"
is as on: "it slit theories"



virtually clinical assessment: "it slit theories"
pork shears astrolabe: "it slit theories"
skull strategies accumulation: "it slit theories."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED SEVENTY TWO

half western myth: "surface molecule bonds"
used to word: "thus molecule affects"
falsehood necessarily signifies: "that molecule very"
ideas sense world: "the molecule equal"
image number artifact: "such molecule in"
carpenter jar genesis: "biology molecule usage"
indeed originally figurine: "benzene meaning excess"
breathes clay rhizome: "although carbon synthetic"
stirrup whole through: "proteins common disciples"
all mountains all: "subunit simple moolecule"
events all worms: "trends ordinary verbs"
all child says: "dissociate molecule discipline."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED SEVENTY THREE

seed to battleship: "seed too extraterrestrial"
together architect cloudburst: "seed to expanding"
boyhood answers desperation: "seed tooth prevents"
meant to know: "seed tool resources"
captain to find: "seed two eyes"
heaven all clear: "speed too vastness"
used to think: "steed too alien"
throne of grace: "screed too animate"
all very clear: "see too scopes"
all questions answers: "seen too carbon"
in popular theology: "seer too limited"
mastermind how high: "seek too filter."



ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED SEVENTY FOUR

enlightened bathroom eye: "civilizations reliable paradox"
underneath garages eyeballs: "implications last proposed"
judging feel never: "destruction idea probability"
the old gentleman: "sites various argument"
the black book: "seems have seams"
to get rid: "easier future number"
got another myth: "colonizations implies with"
purely mechanical universe: "the know longer"
became increasingly fashionable: "life physical contrary"
the old sense: "our other there"
ought to believe: "universe while process"
no longer plausible: "galaxies self purposeful."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED SEVENTY FIVE

simply a chaotic: "environment although evolved"
courtesy biological sharpie: "step step dveloped"
notion at root: "imporbable filter explosion"
energy is blind: "tool multi reproduction"
our unfortunate intelligence: "dispersion stressor the"
nothing in common: "harmful larger resilience"
no real interest: "poisonous resists words"
the only hope: "no randomness table"
beat into submission: "outcomes source defines"
the following document: "uncertainty nonlinear variation"
the one hand: "response antifragile adventure"
exchange for opposite: "disorder thrives sensitivity."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED SEVENTY SIX



appreciate hegemony recapturing: "green stars forecast"
victory breath caliphate: "lumber peaked ancient"
overlooks bitch welcomed: "fallacy nonnarrative details"
trench eventually launcher: "green agruments think"
yelled majority pelican: "lumber nonexperts commodities"
information tyrannically credentials: "problem dried scent"
vogue hoisted buffer: "problem dried scent"
rabies shoulder backhoe: "lumber nonexperts commodities"
withdraw prostitute unfurled: "green arguments think"
mountains infant silo: "fallacy nonnarrative details"
prison permission commando: "lumber peaked ancient"
spokesman crossroads another: "green stars forecast."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED SEVENTY SEVEN

scoffed bulldozer pockets: "perturbations subdiv tof"
mattresses easel tremendous: "variability wand of"
downhearted bologna piano: "piano facu so"
janitor demolition drench: "wrench kot build"
hungry knocked concrete: "scissors vine litt"
mayhem passerby canvas: "table indw out"
treasures tenants indifferently: "tablet within righ"
conditions window coffin: "goblet diff qua"
ironically elevator whispers: "lettuce that have"
tenderly vespers drumming: "lattice wisdom manifestix"
bitterness vividly nomadic: "attic thoft the"
leashes cheerful brocade: "mattress togeth vehicle."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED SEVENTY EIGHT

dismantled campaigning feathers: "feathers who emphasis"
dismal letters champion: "sparks synchronize aware"
gran mal leprechaun: "lawn known worn"
pinion chartreuse tattles: "rattlesnake another life"
lather atlatls chrysalis: "saliva concept manifest"



fetters chrysanthemum atlases: "spurned atom planet"
cramp granite depreciate: "spawned central knife"
campground mantis bathers: "pawned into today"
grandfather heaters preacher: "shops all attraction"
theremin blather amperage: "hopping unison forms"
paginate crackdown hamper: "spider building study"
tracker ham deprecate: "pirates during evolution."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED SEVENTY NINE

esteem nothing successful: "the intelligence wide"
sees evergreens intifada: "very you of"
different believes recalling: "appearance most growth"
too bombings introverted: "vegetable predicted science"
ideological supporting interrogators: "wise of the"
tuba actions poetry: "itself vibratory them"
falling occupation currency: "cell atom endeavored"
sentencing perfect disqualifications: "to the it"
dying sincere consistency: "now separated or"
stripper however skeptics: "sentence flailing tuna"
holy standoff rather: "predominant plants opening"
midst themselves worrisome: "consciousness and fatigue."
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Yun Hyong-keun -- "I have no idea as to what I should paint,
and at which point I should stop painting. There, in the
midst of such uncertainty, I just paint. I don’t have a goal
in mind. I want to paint that something which is nothing,
that will inspire me endlessly to go on."
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Seo-Bo Park -- It’s like getting water from different sources. Whether it descends from the
mountain and gathers in clay jars or cisterns, water always flows naturally and is able to take
the shape and form of whatever contains it. Similarly I want to make something appear as
clearly and naturally as water. I want to control my energy as a means of generating ideas and I
wish, through my own experience, to make my work without any specific intention. (2006)

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Expressive, gestural and innovative, it was, as the name implies - an art without predefined form
or structure. Artists merely had to engage with their materials. The actual name "Art Informel"
was first coined in 1951 by the French art critic Michel Tapie, when describing the improvization
(untouched by past or contemporary conventions) practised by a number of painters at his Paris
exhibition on the theme of "Extreme Tendencies in Non-Figurative Painting".

Note: a good way to understand Art Informel is to think of it as "formless improvisation".



Participants in this exhibition, entitled "Un Art Autre" (Art of Another Kind), included artists like
Karel Appel, Alberto Burri, Jean Dubuffet, Willem De Kooning, Georges Mathieu, Jean Fautrier,
Jean-Paul Riopelle, and Wols, along with Henri Michaux, Hans Hartung and Pierre Soulages.

http://www.visual-arts-cork.com/history-of-art/art-informel.htm
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Ed Sanders: “We drew inspiration for the Fugs from a long and varied tradition going all the way
back to the dances of Dionysus in the ancient Greek plays and the ‘Theory of the Spectacle’ in
Aristotle’s Poetics and moving forward to the famous premiere performance of Alfred Jarry’s
Ubu Roi in 1896, to the poèmes simultanés of the Dadaists in Zurich’s Cabaret Voltaire in 1916,
to the jazz-poetry of the Beats, to Charlie Parker’s seething sax, to the silence of John Cage, to
the calm pushiness of the Happening movement, to the songs of the civil rights movement, and
to our belief that there were oodles of freedoms guaranteed by the Constitution that were not
being used.”
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BOLD Democrats admin@boldpac.com via bounce.bluestatedigital.com
3:54 PM (8 minutes ago)
to me
Jim, exactly one week from today, voters in Iowa will head to the polls to begin the process of
picking our next President.
And tonight, our Democratic candidates will make their case to voters on national television for
the last time before ballots are cast.
Jim, we noticed you haven’t yet taken our straw poll to let us know where you stand heading
into Primary Season.
As of today, who has your vote?
Take our 1-minute poll here >>



The results of this straw poll help us as we form our own election year strategy. So we’re
seeking input from supporters all across the country, and Jim we need to hear from you today.
PLEASE NOTE: With the Iowa caucuses just a week away, this poll is expiring soon. Please
make sure your vote is tallied:
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Visible Sound
Endre Szkárosi

Poetry: energy transmission. Sound: energy transmitter. The poetry of sound: the total
communication of the spirit force. The poet (artist) does not own it: he or she is simply a
temporary owner, mediator and initiated medium of the flow of spiritual energy. The cosmic
space of this energy is not far: we are standing in it with our two feet. In order to intercept and
use its friendly power we have poetry as a mediator with its sensitive neurological system and



agile linguistic universe: that of words-images-sounds. An unexpected manifestation of thus far
unseen, unheard and unperceived things and phenomena allows a momentary glimpse into the
operation of one of the corners of the world, witnessed by the eyes and ears of the poet: hidden
and unknown energies pass through the thus resulting transient fissure, energies that the poet
intercepts and formulates into an audible/visible language: through this poetic-artistic linguistic
operation he renders perceptible and intelligible the spiritual force inherent in sensory realization
in the domain of human interaction.
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from THE M.A.G. SPECIAL EDITION :: JIM LEFTWICH :: 2002

marks. letters. vocables. sounds.

sound poetry is poetry that begins and ends in sound, as sound.
it doesn't begin in ideas that are then "composed" as sound, as is the case
with all conventional and much experimental poetry.
one way of beginning with words as sounds is to begin with a language one
doesn't know (i prefer using danish, though i've used numerous languages),
and to "translate" it homeophonically (robert kelley's word, contrasted with
"homophonically"), preferably not into sensible english.
there are three qualities to the written word, as it is normally
encountered, and these three qualities are normatively encountered as a
standard hierarchy: signification, visuality, sound, in that order (with
sound and visuality being reversed in the spoken word).
written sound poetry inverts the standard hierarchy, so words on a page are
encountered as primarily sound, secondarily visuality, and tertiarily
signification.
certain kinds of visual poetry, which are actually sound poetry, may seem to
evert the hierarchy, foregrounding visuality over sound, but this is often
only a quasi-intentional optical illusion produced in an attempt to
de-emphasize signification.
sound poetry is not a score (see mike basinski's essays for more on this
subject), though one is in some cases able to think of it as a radically
open "score" intended for improvisation.



another way of beginning with words as sounds, beginning to write as it were
outside of signification (as if having temporarily escaped from the
cherished prison-house), is to cut up english in such a way as to leave
predominantly fragments of words on the resulting strips of paper. writing
from such source text would be an improvisational process of letteral
recombination, offering possibilities both infravocablic and intervocablic.
sound poetry is primarily letteral, not syllabic.
letter combinations in sound poetry are to be encountered as vocables, not
as words.
in the writing of sound poetry, a process of sorting, sifting, and
recombining can be used improvisationally to produce letter combinations,
letter strings and letter clusters - aggregates and/or sequences of letters.
the sounds in sound poetry are given shape primarily by rhythm (recognizable
patterns, recurrences and variations, of duration and stress, often
extremely aberrant) and secondarily by an interplay of consonance and
dissonance.
sound poetry often seems to value dissonance over consonance, but this is
often deceptive.
letteral recombination redistributes sounds thus producing at times
extremely variant vocables as concerns their "holistic" sounds, though the
components of these "holistic" sounds remain much the same (this is perhaps
clearest in complete anagrams - listen, silent).

11.08.01
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there are two fundamentally distinct ways of looking at letter strings and
clusters:
word - expands to signification, contracts to syllables, morphemes,
phonemes, letters
vocable - is nothing as a whole, expands to letters, phonemes, morphemes,
syllables, cannot contract
in a sense, the sign as such does not exist, but is only the relation of
signifier to signified. in this sense, the word, as signifier, exists as
it's component parts (not as the sum of these parts), and as its signifieds,
denotative, connotative, and associational. at the mid-point is the
hypothesis, the theory, the fiction of the word.
the vocable exists as the aggregate of its component parts - not as the sum
of these parts, nor as the stage-by-stage reduction to these components (as
in the word).
the vocable is an aggregate. it expands into its component parts. the word
is a concept. it contracts to its component parts.



strictly speaking, the vocable is not a sign. there is neither signifier nor
signified, therefore no relationship of the two, posited as a separate
entity, the sign.
when one considers letter strings and clusters as vocables, rather than as
words, one is not in the realm of linguistics and semiotics, is only
peripherally, provisionally, contingently within the realm of language.
this opens a spectrum of potentialities for poetry normatively occluded,
thwarted.
experience during the making of such poetry is radically unlike experience
during the making of normative poetry, is radically unlike experience during
all normative encounters with language.
it is likely that most readers will attempt to "translate" a poem of
vocables into a poem of words. it is likely that this will educe complex,
convoluted, frustrated cerebration, a sort of hyper-misreading -
dysappointment as hermeneutics. readings of this variety might produce very
resonant writings, only barely and obliquely related to the read.

11.09.01
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quotes and notes re sound poetry

Zbiginew Folejewski - Marinetti discussed the importance of the noun on
various occasions. He saw 20th-century reality as constantly changing, full
of tensions and contradictions. To express it in words, he wanted to resort
to nouns not traditionally governed by verbs, but alternating in swift
succession, each one reflecting a movement, a shift in meaning or
connotation, a new aspect, so that the effect would be that of simultaneity
(simultaneità), making the vision dynamic. From a direct analogy to the most
distant association, the range was practically unlimited. The examples cited
in the 'Manifesto tecnico' are examples of direct, obvious analogy; the
comparison: 'terrier-boiling water', on the other hand, is a good example of
distant association. Marinetti did not go so far as some of the Russian
futurists in seeking to discover semantic relationships possibly suggested
by similarity of sounds, although his 'abstract onomatopoeia' has some of the
ingredients of their 'semantic alliteration'.

in improvising with recombinative letter and sound patterns one frequently
encounters cognates. semantic connectivities aggregate around related
sounds. one may choose to work with these, or to discard them systematically
as they occur.



Charles Olson - Let's start from the smallest particle of all, the syllable.
It is the king and pin of versification, what rules and holds together the
lines, the larger forms, of a poem. (...) It is by their syllables that
words juxtapose in beauty, by these particles of sound as clearly as by the
sense of the words which they compose. In any given instance, because there
is a choice of words, the choice, if a man is in there, will be,
spontaneously. the obedience of his ear to the syllables. The fineness, and
the practice, lie here, at the minimum and source of speech.

a maxim - thus a point of departure for exploration. it is inviolably
accurate as long as one equates "versification" with "speech". once this
equation is violated, the logic of its conclusion is interrupted, and one
might choose to start with particles smaller than the syllable.

Thomas A. Williams - From the very beginning of the act of writing, the poet
is struggling to redeem, by some magic, the natural opacity of and impurity
of language. The first black mark on the white page is a movement away from
that vision which constitutes the poet's essential 'letter to the world'.
From that initial admission of failure - failure insofar as he has not been
able to utter the perfect Verbe - the poet must go on to spin out of himself
some pattern of sound, image and rhythm, some analogy which will serve as
the objective emblem of his subjective conviction. He must embody the truth
that he cannot rationally 'explain'. But how?
Any technique that will serve this transcendent end of art is admissible.
Mallarmé's concern is not, simply, communication, but a certain kind of
communication, the communication of an ineffable, uniquely, and supremely
meaningful quality of a subjective experience. If he turns to what others
consider inexcusable obscurity of expression, it is because that is exactly
what is required by the nature of his vision. For Mallarmé, Proust's maxim
is absolutely true - that style is a quality of vision.

Mallarmé is a strong modernist precursor for a certain strand of sound
poetry. "communication of the ineffable" as goal is a perfect recipe for
failure in language - and as such is an excellent place to begin in the
writing of sound poetry.

John Elderfield (on Kurt Schwitters) - This 'cosmic feeling' was created by
means of sets of neologisms - each capable of holding rich and multiple
meanings - which affect the reader first as units of evocative sound and
only secondarily as specifically denotative elements. The effect of Sturm
poetry is dissonantly musical, serving to isolate the purely phonetic
element of poetry, breaking syntactical (narrative) continuity for a hard
sonorist stammer of individually active word-units in a loose Wortreihe



(word-chain) arrangement.

not "neologism", but neovocable (a cumbersome neologism in itself). and not
so much "cosmic feeling" as altered perception, altered consciousness. and
not denotation as a secondary element, but denotation as an extraneous,
tangential possibility. still, a dissonantly musical, discontinuous syntax
sonorously stammered is useful enough as aspiration and as premise, and
word-chain is useful as antidote to both sentence and line. sound poems will
at times perforce appear as lists, whether vertical, horizontal, or
otherwise arranged.

Patricia Cox Miller - Paul, who talks about what the magical papyri do, has
in his first letter to the Corinthians described basic aspects of
alphabetical language. They are aspects that carry the archaic sensibility
of that language, especially as it shows itself in the magical papyri where
spiritual language is best and most fully preserved. The information from
Paul concerns the form and qualities of this language: it is ecstatic prayer
that does not sound like normal language but rather like music (as Paul's
repeated musical metaphors suggest - gong, cymbal, flute, harp, bugle); it
is not intelligible, but it is rhythmic; and it is also powerful, for it
brings manifestations of the spirit. Further, those manifestations take the
verbal form not of reasonable words ('For if I pray in a tongue, my spirit
prays but my mind is unfruitful') but, as we know from other sources, of
strings of letters, particularly of vowels, and these somehow give
expression to 'mysteries in the Spirit' (1 Cor 14:2).

in her essay "In Praise of Nonsense" (found in Ancient Mediterranean
Spirituality), Miller discusses an intriguing array of early sound poetry
practices, along with speculations concerning the intentions of the poets.
the intentions do not differ fundamentally from those of many 20th century
practitioners.
strings of letters, even if containing only consonants, if enunciated, or
sounded silently, will include their inherent vowel sounds. the letter pair
"nt", as a minimal example, sounded, requires at least one, possibly two,
vowel sounds. a letteral sound poetry need not rely on explicit vowels.

Jerome Rothenberg - Sounds only. No meaning, they say, in the words, or no
meaning you can get at by translation into-other-words; & yet it functions;
the meaning contained then in how its made to function. So here the key is
in the 'spell' & in the belief behind the 'spell' - or in a whole system of
beliefs, in magic, in the power of sound & breath & ritual to move an object
towards ends determined by the poet-magus.



sound poetry as an ingredient of shamanic ritual practice, towards the
achievement of trance-states. i would argue that belief is not required.
time spent doing the work, spent during the work, is required. believe
anything you want. the work is more potent than the belief.
i would say "no meaning you can get at by transformation into words". the
letteral strings and clusters, accompanied by their sounds, are not,
strictly speaking, words. they are vocables.

Jerome Rothenberg - Such special languages - meaningless &/or mysterious -
are a small but nearly universal aspect of 'primitive-&-archaic' poetry.
They may involve (1) purely invented, meaningless sounds, (2) distortion of
ordinary words & syntax, (3) ancient words emptied of their (long since
forgotten) meanings, (4) words borrowed from other languages & likewise
emptied. And all these may, in addition, be explained as (1) spirit
language, (2) animal language, (3) ancestral language - distinctions between
them often being blurred.

sound poetry may involve all four of these linguistic permutations - and be
"explained" as "poetry".

Hugo Ball- I invented a new species of verse, 'verse without words,' or
sound poems, in which the balancing of vowels is gauged & distributed only
to the value of the initial line. The first of these I recited tonight.
gadji beri bimba / glandridi lauli lonni cadori / gadjama bim beri glassala
/ glandridi glassala tuffm i zimbrabim / blassa galassasa tuffm i zimbrabim
(...) I now noticed that my voice, which seemed to have no other choice, had
assumed the age-old cadence of the sacerdotal lamentation. (...) The
electric light went out, as I had intended, & I was carried, moist with
perspiration, like a magical bishop, into the abyss.

perhaps a new species of verse, and perhaps a new genus of language. verse
without words is what i call verse with vocables. a language of vocables
would be a sort of parallel language, a language among other qualities
unsuited for pragmatic agendas.
a good example of how sound poetry might be composed - bimba becoming
(zim)brabim, gadji gadjama, beri bim(ba) bim beri.

Madhu Khanna - Mantras, the Sanskrit syllables inscribed on yantras, are
essentially 'thought-forms' representing divinities or cosmic powers, which
exert their influence by means of sound-vibrations. It is put forward in the
Tantras that the entire world is symbolized in mantra equations, as the
mantra is essentially a projection of cosmic sound (Nada=the principle of
vibration born out of the conjunction of Siva-Sakti, the Absolute



Principle). Yantra and mantra are always found in conjunction. Sound is
considered as important as form in yantra, if not more important, since form
in its essence is sound condensed as matter.
Inseparable from yantras are the subtle vibrations which help to intensify
their power. These sound elements are often represented by letters inscribed
on the yantra, and in principle all yantras are associated with mystic
combinations of Sanskrit letters. The inner dynamics of the yantra can never
be understood in isolation from the system of sound dynamics, as the two
combine to make up the complete 'definition' of the divine. The
yantra-mantra complex is basically an equation that unites space (akasa),
which in its gross form appears as shapes, and vibrations, which in their
finite forms occur as the spoken or written word.

sound poetry can be written so as to realign or shuffle the recurrent
wave-patterns of the letters' sound vibrations. ball's technique
approximates this strategy. beginning with two of ball's vocables, we could
derive this: brei, rieb, rebi, ribei and abib, mib, mimba, bibma, etc, as
intravocablic recombinations, and this: birb, breb, areb, bimber, bram,
rimbab, bambi, miberi, etc, as intervocablic recombinations. the letteral
sound vibrations remain distinct as their relationships are re-patterned.
this produces a letteral music the surface experience of which is likely to
be dissonant, while a structural consonance serves as underlying order.

Elliot Weinberger - Once there were sounds that created the world, that
could change the world. For some, the sounds were the names of gods. In the
beginning was the Word, the Maya gods standing in the water, in darkness,
Beckett characters talking the world into being. The Kabbalists claimed that
the entire Torah was the name of God - who could say it all at once? The
Vedas, similarly, are a transcription, a translation, a dilution of a single
syllable that was elaborated by Viyasa, their mythical creator.
Prayer, chant, mantra, formula, poem: concentrated, rhythmical speech:
Olson's 'construct of energy.' All attempt to recover that original force of
sound. Metaphor: a circumvention of taboo sounds, the only way to name the
unnameable. God: the metaphor for God.

with sound poetry, or maybe i should simply say vocablic poetry, one is not
so much involved in creating the world as in destroying or circumventing its
constructedness. what lies outside this constructedness is another matter,
and is quite likely beyond the purview of vocables as well as words.

Roy Miki - For Nichol, the simultaneity of chaos and order becomes the
simultaneity of silence/blankness and sound/tracings possible in the act of
writing. In the splitting apart of words, the 'irresolution' of the



transitional comes into play, and in the 'split-second' shifting of letters
an archaic mode of consciousness is born.

i suspect we carry with us at all times this archaic mode of consciousness,
and that a letteral sound poetry can act as agency for regaining access to
it. one of the key elements in this kind of practice is duration, or
perseverance, perhaps, the quantity of attentive time spent in this
experience. there is much unlearning to do in preparation for relearning,
much intentional "loss" of what has been gained through cultural learning as
preparation for regaining access. not everyone will think this worth their
time and effort.

Marjorie Perloff - To make the reader see something as if for the first
time, to defamiliarize, in Shklovskian vocabulary, the object, 'to transfer
the usual perception of an object into the sphere of a new perception,' the
poet either 'speeds up' or 'slows down' the familiar poetic process, either
produces a text that appears to be spontaneous and improvisatory ('singing,
splash, dance'), thus allowing us to forget, to unlearn what we had taken a
'poem' to be, or, by foregrounding artifice, difficult locution, and highly
contrived sound patterning, the poet makes us feel 'more uncomfortable than
blacked boots or a truck in a drawing room.' In either case, our reaction
will be one of puzzlement.

this slowing down or speeding up of the (reading) process is necessary for
sound poetry to "work". if time itself is not defamiliarized by and in the
text, the reader will likely lapse into a habitual pace of reading, allowing
himself to become absorbed in it (as imagery, for example), or becoming
indifferent to its material presence on the page, reading it as one reads
journalism, as if the marks on paper are transparent, with denotation the
vista seen through them.
too fast disallows normative cognition. too slow demands excessive
cognition. in both cases, conveyance of the normative power of language is
disrupted.

Liz Was - The modern poetic ear must be trained to hear noise as music. The
noisic sensibility, which opens itself to all & any combination of sounds is
but one prerequisite for the evolution of modern poetics.
the noisic sensibility develops as one spends time in the experience of
sound patterns composed around organizational structures radically deviant
from conventional norms. there is nothing on the blank page prescriptive of
specific rhythmic patterns or arrangements of vowel and consonant music. any
order can be made to work, no matter how deviant its form. initial
unfamiliarity ebbs as one acquaints with new patterns. different language,



different forms, different sounds, different thoughts. today's noise is
tomorrow's melody. sound poetry (and noise) as melos, melopoeia.

Paul G. Collier-Weidenhoff - Poetry in the 20th century liberated the word
from its images alone. We have taken that word and turned it into sound with
visual properties. Now is the time to take the next step, to pose the next
question: is language capable of expanding beyond this point without
breaking or disintegrating into abstract syllables?

it is a good question. the answer is yes. but one must discard the final two
words, "abstract" and "syllables". a single letter on a page is not
abstract. strings and clusters of letters are not abstract. vocables are not
abstract. signifiers with displaced signifieds are abstract. letters and
vocables need not be encountered as signifiers.
sounds with visual properties, or marks with sonic properties, are the next
step, if they are letteral sounds and marks, vocables rather than words.

Richard Kostelanetz - In literature, out of the melding of language with
design came what is called visual poetry or word-imagery, where the
enhancing coherence of words is pictorial (rather than syntactical), while
sound poetry comes from integrating musical values with initially verbal
material. Since the possibilities of literary intermedia have scarcely been
explored, it is reasonable to suspect that this may be the single greatest
esthetic idea of our time   the sole contemporary peer of cubism and
collage.

as musical and pictorial values are foregrounded, verbal values recede into
a background. language, as vocables, permits a range of both musicality and
visuality unavailable in either music or the visual arts. the vocable will
always resonate with the word. signification will struggle to emerge in any
reading. this agon of thwarted signification to emerge, and the concomitant
agon of the vocable to fully sever from the word, produce a quasi-semantic
resonance or trace in a reading, a sort of ghost semantics hovering around
the vocablic house. this resonant trace, this ghost of vacated meaning,
haunts the reading - and the writing - of sound poetry. the shadow of the
prison-house shrouds the house of the vocable.

Wilfrid Mellers - By the time we reach the Concert - in the late '50s, as
distinct from the Music of Changes, 1951-2 - the notations have become
graphic. Here, though the graphic notations may vividly provoke response in
musical transliterations, they cannot be definitive, and that is Cage's
point. For chance has merged into the players' intuitive reactions: so the
sheet on which there are no notations indicates the blessedness of silence,



while the marks on the other sheets may (or may not) promote sounds. In any
case they cannot achieve, and would not welcome, unalterable definition or
uniformity.

for sounding by readers, the letters, particularly if mutated visually, may
offer the same openness to improvisation as cage's graphic notations.
calligraphic sound poems are perhaps the best illustration of this,
particularly asemic calligraphic sound poems.

Alison Knowles - If I can open soya beans into a tray, it opens the
possibility for anyone to make their own array of sounds. It's not necessary
to organize them into a symphony.

advocacy of the noisic sensibility from another angle. unfamiliar
organization is infrequently recognized as organization of any kind. sound
poetry should operate in these areas of extreme unfamiliarity.

Dave Baptiste Chirot - Kruchonykh's work is part of an ongoing interest in
the interrelationships between art and entropy in this century. In a number
of his works Kruchonykh makes visible the entropy of language by moving from
handwritten fragments of words to phonemes to isolated letters to simple
lines which seem to be the literalization of 'a line of poetry.' The work
moves from sound to staccato bursts of noise to a final sign of linguistic
arrest at the edge of silence.

disorder, randomness, loss of information, and deterioration of language -
as an apex of language usage. computer-generated letters in a state of
corrosion, polysemic and asemic calligraphy, permutations of writing systems
past and present, are a few contemporary manifestations of this approach
practiced by the russian futurists nearly a hundred years ago. deterioration
(entropy) is generative.

11.09.01
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John Scotus Erigena - Grammar begins with the letter, from which all writing
is derived and into which it is all resolved.



Greek - grammatikos, of letters, from gramma, grammat-, letter. as
etymology, then, letter and grammar share a common source. associationally,
the letter distends to grammatical relations, from a study of how words and
their component parts combine to form sentences, to the investigative praxis
of how letters and their component parts combine to form phonemes,
morphemes, syllables, vocables. among other qualities, then, shape towards
sound, visual symmetry, for example, as in geof huth's dbpq, distended, so
one might arrive at "VMq" from "AWd", or "oujks" from "ezytr", by
associations of letteral shapes and their relations to the implicit
baseline. a visual basis for the construction of sound poems, removing
associational resonances of cognates and onomatopoeia read as metaphor.

Abraham Abulafia - If it be night, kindle many lights, until all be bright.
Then take ink, pen, and a table to thy hand and remember that thou art about
to serve God in joy of the gladness of heart. Now begin to combine a few or
many letters, to permute and to combine them until thy heart be warm. Then
be mindful of their movements and of what thou canst bring forth by moving
them. And when thou feelest that thy heart is already warm and when thou
seest that by combinations of letters thou canst grasp new things which by
human tradition or by thyself thou wouldst not be able to know and when thou
art thus prepared to receive the influx of divine power which flows into
thee, then turn all thy true thought to imagine the Name and His exalted
angels in thy heart as if they were human beings sitting or standing about
thee.

point of departure for letteral combination or recombination determines
experiential purview of the practice. letters derived cerebrally bear the
provisional traits of the practitioner. letters extracted from source texts
avert this contentual intimacy. if the object of the practice is to scission
cerebral nexus of word to world, as it is in abulafia, it is availed by
absenting at its origin the linkage of letter and intellection. the
subjective simplex sought is strictly letteral recombination as distinct
from cerebration and cognition.

Nigel Pennick - Historically, it was from the Phoenician script that Greek
originated. But modern research on human perception may provide us with
another possibility, one embedded deeply within our own human consciousness.
Modern neurophysiology has identified phosphenes, geometrical shapes and
images that are present subconsciously in the visual cortex and neural
system. These are present in all humans: they are described as entoptic,
being visible when the eyes are shut. They can also be seen when when the
consciousness is altered by some means: during meditation, in trance, or in



hallucinations induced by fatigue, illness, or drugs. Geometric shapes
related to letters are often perceived in the early stages of trance.

familiarize yourself with the shapes of the entoptic phosphenes, then browse
an encyclopedia of writing systems, similarities abound. it seems likely
that letteral forms, or proto-letteral forms, commix with mental faculties
congenitally alexical. as such they intimate an alternative to logorrhea
neither abstract nor strictly imagistic. sounds accrue to letteral shapes,
as they do not necessarily to other shapes. letteral shapes originate
permuted soundings as if emitted.
eidetic and associational readings of non-letteral shapes and surfaces offer
a distinct alternative to normative enunciation. thus bob cobbing's
vocalizations of a rock, for example, open the opportunity of voice given to
and received from any experiential nexus.

Haydar-i Amuli - One has to cultivate, first of all, the eye to see the
selfsame reality of ink in all letters, and then to see the letters as so
many intrinsic modifications of the ink.

the material presence of letteral forms aggregates in similarities of shapes
prior to sounds or sense. letter-forms are infinitely malleable. as ink or
other substance (crayon, chalk, charcoal, paint, ash, dirt, blood, hair,
tape, glue, water, etc.), letteral semblances evoke audible interactions
resembling mutated enunciations. improvisational asemic calligraphy, for
example, evinces letteral modifications conducive to sonic modulations
unconstrained by reductive idealizations of an originary form.

Henry David Thoreau - The roots of letters are things.

a view neither phoenician nor entoptic of letteral origins invites the
sounding of one's surroundings. to read the grain of the wood on the wall as
a proto- or quasi-letteral score, or the trees outside the window as an open
sound-text, polysonorous as seasons shift. removal of letter from word
insists on systemic thinking, proprioception prior to conception, thought
brought back to body.

Shem Tov ben Abraham Ibn Gaon - And he shall arouse through his wisdom the
thought, which is dormant in the sea of darkness, and say in his heart; 'As
I knew the form of the letters and they were inscribed on my heart, one next
to its companion, I will examine each letter, in its combinations and its
vocalizations, and its combination arising from the combination of letters,
to levels without end, of levels of the letters, even though these also are
without end.



as the permutations of letteral forms are infinitely malleable, so letteral
relations in sequence and cluster are infinitely adaptable. serial and
processual praxis seems best suited to such circumstance. the work wants
more time than theory. certain practices are cumulative and progressive, as
a discipline is. that the practice of letteral combination in abulafia and
others is seen as spiritual discipline should not surprise us. as with
similar spiritual disciplines, such as zazen or yoga, an evaluation of its
efficacy will seem extraneous at best unless offered by those who have
practiced it over time.

Moshe Idel - This technique of breaking-down or atomizing the Name is the
most distinctive characteristic of Abulafia's technique; the Holy Name
contains within itself 'scientific' readings of the structure of the world
and its activities, thereby possessing both an 'informative' character and
magical powers. It is reasonable to assume that both qualities are
associated with the peculiar structure of the Name. However, in Abulafia's
view this structure must be destroyed in order to exploit the 'prophetic'
potential of these Names and to create a series of new structures by means
of letter-combinations. In the course of the changes taking place in the
structure of the Name, the structure of human consciousness likewise
changes. As Abulafia indicated in a number of places, the Divine Name is
inscribed upon man's soul, making it reasonable to assume that the process
of letter-combinations worked upon the Name is understood as occurring
simultaneously in the human soul.

one need not work with the tetragrammaton to discover the potency in
destroying the normative structural relations of the letters. normally,
letters are intimately bound to signification. a trace of this relation
always lingers, even in an isolated letter on an otherwise blank page. we
know letters as components of lexical meaning. to destroy this relation
forces us to recognize its normative construction. continued interaction
with the resulting altered relations alters not only our relation to the
letter, but alters our relation to the relation of letter and word,
therefore to our relation with words, and to our relation with world as
constructed in words.

Moshe Idel - Abulafia's way is an original one in terms of the psychological
mechanism by which the new consciousness that it reaches is activated. While
in the other known techniques - Yoga, Sufism and hesychasm - the goal is to
attain the maximum degree of concentration by means of a generally simple
formula, to be repeated over and over again, Abulafia's method is based upon
the contemplation of a constantly changing object: one must combine the



letters and their vowel signs, 'sing' and move the head in accordance with
the vocalization, and even lift one's hands in the gesture of Priestly
Blessing. This combination of constantly changing components is entirely
different from what we know of these other techniques. Abulafia is not
interested in relaxing the consciousness by means of concentration on a
'point,' but in purifying it by the necessity to concentrate intensely on
such a large number of activities that it is almost impossible at that
moment to think about any other subject. By this means, the consciousness is
purified of every subject apart from the names being uttered.

abulafia's purification through excess is a letteral approximation of the
carpocratian gnosis in which one attains a variety of enlightenment through
an excess of material experience. as concerns letteral poetic practice, it
invites the serial, the processual, and the improvisational. perhaps more
significantly, it would seem to invite a kind of recursion in which one
passes through a single textual space repeatedly, applying during each
passing different methods and/or materials. abulafia's practice might also
lead us to considerations of letteral and sonic intermedia productions.

Jonathan Culler - Once one begins to think of letters as possible
constituents of other patterns, one is approaching language in a new way.
From this perspective, language seems not so much a system of signs, each
joining a signifier with its signified, as an infinite pattern of echoes and
repetitions, where readers are confronted with the problem of determining
which of numerous possible patterns to pursue, which to endow with
significance.

while a problematic for linguistic research, this perspective is an explicit
objective of letteral poetic practice. writing, reading and sounding occur
in any of many available directions. sequences and clusters begin at any
letter. signification becomes so multiple as to be something altogether
other than normative signification, perhaps not signification at all.
neither writing nor reading need rely on signification for meaningfulness.
time spent attentive elicits excess of meaning. time spent attentively
emptying duration of meaning evinces meaningful effects.

Anne Rorimer - Two colour photographs from a set of 11, Untitled (1966-67),
suggest the nature of Nauman's endeavor. In one, subtitled Eating My Words,
the artist is shown as he sits at a kitchen table spreading jam on cut-out
'words' made of bread, which he is about to eat. In the other, Waxing Hot,
one sees the artist's hands in the process of applying wax to individual,
standing wooden letters that spell 'hot'. Creating scenarios by acting out
'plays' on words to the letter, so to speak, Nauman has represented words as



material, three-dimensional objects, infusing them with physicality. With
expressions providing imagery, words take shape.

a letteral poetry might profitably desire an antithesis to nauman's
captivating activity. while visual puns exploit verbal polysemy, a letteral
sound poetry might exploit the asemic potentialities of letter strings and
aggregates to evidence the incessant fluxion of verbal visuality, thus
playing on multiple instantiations of meaningfulness through absenting
signification. experiential significance does not necessitate the presence
of signification (this is not paradox so much as refusal of linguistic
limits).

Kim Levin - Graffiti as art is without a past and with a questionable
future, but it has a history of its own (invented in 1970 by Taki 183),
which accidentally collides with recent art's own history. While artists in
the '70s were trying desperately to escape from the constraints of modern
'style' and modernist stylizations, teenage graffitists in the subways were
really getting into style, fighting Style Wars of their own. They were
putting clouds and bubbles around their tags, 3-D'ing them, arming them with
arrows. The concept of style was bankrupt for post-Conceptualists, who had
become involved with linguistics and semiotics. At the same time these
semiliterate artist-vandals who called themselves writers were, without
knowing it, short-circuiting linguistics, using the letters of the alphabet
as magical postliterate symbols of primitive power - like an alternative
avant-garde down in brutal man-made caves. They were constructing
meaningless scripts, almost as if they were reinventing an incoherent or
indecipherable medieval calligraphy for the postindustrial Dark Ages.
Contaminated by urban decay, computer technology, cartoons, laser guns,
Atari games, and other space age fairy tales and fears, they seemed
untouched by any preconceived aesthetic ideas.

graffiti has lost a lot of its allure for the visual artists, but retains
provocation as writing. one late-70s new york graffitist, ramm-ell-zee,
proclaimed as if in a one-sentence manifesto: "we write the unreadable". if
reading can be defined under normal circumstances as a production of
meaning, a letteral poetry might be defined as abnormal circumstances
constructed to initiate unreadable writing. a letteral poetry permits the
production of aberrant meaning by means of a thwarted reading.

||||||

as examples of aberrant meaning produced in consort with letteral theory and
practice, i offer the following statements, without further comment:



Madhu Khanna - The image of the world as a web of sound is a constant theme
of the Tantras. The Saradatilaka Tantra describes the visionary world-tree
(lipi-taru) as composed of an intricate mesh of Sanskrit letters which are
the spreading resonances of cosmic energy. The entire physical universe,
composed of the five elements (earth, water, fire, air, ether), is
represented by a set of sound combinations on the various parts of the
world-tree. Its seed is the self-creating original principle; its tap roots
are cosmic 'location' and vibration (bindu and nada) that spring from the
eternal male and female principles; its branches are composed of letters
that denote the earth element; its leaves that spread over the three worlds
are made up of letters that stand for the water element; its shoots, bright
'as gems', are made up of the letter combinations that denote the element
fire; the flowers of the tree are represented by the letters of the air
element and the fruits of the tree by the letters representing ether. The
Saradatilaka Tantra also divides the Sanskrit letters into five classes,
each of which represents one of the five elements. Virtually every aspect of
the physical world, including the solar system with its planets and stars,
is symbolically represented by mantric equations.

Gershom Scholem - The deity has a mystical form that manifests itself in two
different aspects: to the visionary, it manifests itself in the tangible
shape of a human being seated on the throne of glory, constituting the
supreme primal image in which man was created; aurally, at least in
principle, it is manifested as God's name, broken into its component
elements, whose structure anticipates that of all being. According to this
doctrine, God's shape is conceived of, not as a concept or idea, but as
names. This interlocking of tactile and linguistic anthropomorphism, which I
consider characteristic of Shi'ur Komah doctrine, pervades the extant
fragments. Hence, it is not surprising to see a sentence such as: 'God sits
on a throne of fire, and all around Him, like columns of fire, are the
ineffable names.' The two realms are not separated, and the names of God,
which are the hidden life of the entire Creation, are not only audible, but
also visible as letters of fire. Furthermore, according to an aggadah
attributed to the Palestinian Merkavah mystics of the early third century,
'The Torah given by the Holy One, blessed be He, to Moses was given to him
[in the form of] white fire inscribed upon black fire - fire mixed with
fire, hewn out of fire and given from fire.' (Note: In Midrash Konen, it
states: 'It [the Torah] was written in black fire upon white fire.')
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